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ABSTRACT: The catalytic activity of metal hexacyanometallates
(Prussian blue-type coordination polymers) was tested in photoactivated
water oxidation by [Ru(2-2′-bpy)3]2+/persulfate system at pH close to
neutrality. This screening shows that manganese and cobalt N-
coordinated compounds are able to catalyze the oxygen evolution
reaction. Mn hexacyanometalates show low activity. Co hexacyanome-
talates, in contrast, appear highly active and promote robust catalysis
with excellent quantum yield (≤88%), even in acidic media. Our results
indicate that these catalysts are viable candidates for a photoactivated
water oxidation process as part of an artificial photosynthesis scheme.
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The search for a fast, efficient, robust, and inexpensive
catalyst that is able to promote water oxidation at low

overpotential is one of the biggest challenges that chemists are
facing today.1−3 This arguably remains the essential “chemical
problem” to be solved in the development of production of
solar fuels.4−6 Many research groups worldwide are currently
studying plausible candidates, although few of them (if any)
exhibit all the technological requirements.7−20

First-row transition metal oxides are currently leading this
race,21−27 particularly since Nocera et al. discovered that a
cobalt oxide catalyst can function at neutral pH when stabilized
by phosphate groups.28−32 In general, the instability of metal
oxides in ambient conditions is their biggest drawback. They
work very well in basic media (pH > 13);33 however, they are
unstable at neutral pH and dissolve in acidic media, when the
goal reaction, proton reduction, is thermodynamically easier to
perform. In acid media, only noble metal oxides are currently
good candidates, although this could be worked out with
interesting novel strategies.34

Recently, we have discovered that modified electrodes with
cobalt hexacyanoferrate thin films exhibit electrocatalytic water
oxidation with competitive kinetics to those of metal oxides and
unparalleled long-term stability in turnover conditions at
neutral pH.35 Herein, we explore the catalytic activity of
Prussian blue (PB) analogues in a light-driven water oxidation
reaction. These studies disclose the general requirements to
find catalytic activity in these series and, more importantly, the
excellent synergy of these PBs with chromophores for their
subsequent application in a solar-powered water oxidation
system.
Meta l hexacyanometa la tes o f genera l formula

A2xM(3−x)[M′(CN)6]2·nH2O (A = alkali metal) were synthe-

sized as polycrystalline powders by the “drop by drop” method
described by Berretoni et al.36 All materials are characterized by
the face-centered cubic structure (Fm-3m space group), typical
of the PBs,37−40 and an atomic ratio M/M′ close to 3:2 (x ≈ 0,
Supporting Information (SI) Figure S1 and Table S1). The
structural and chemical properties observed correspond to the
formation of lacunary type structures, where the [M′(CN)6]
vacancies are filled by zeolitic and coordinated to the M cation
water molecules. TGA confirmed the presence of ∼12−15
water molecules per unit formula on these compounds ((SI)
Figure S2 and Table S1).
First, we studied the series M = Mn2+, Fe2+, Co2+, Ni2+, Cu2+;

M′ = Fe3+ (Mn−Fe, Fe−Fe, Co−Fe, Ni−Fe, and Cu−Fe,
respectively), maintaining the [Fe(CN)6]

3− anion as the
building unit while varying the N-coordinated cation.
Coordination mode and oxidation states were confirmed by
IR spectroscopy (Figure 1).
The most intense band corresponds to the principal v(CN)

vibration of the M−NC−Fe bridge, associated with the Mn+

and Fen+ oxidation state.41 Table 1 lists the band position and
its assignation according to literature reports.
Weak additional CN stretching bands are observed due to

the nonstoichiometric nature of these compounds. These bands
are related to possible linkage isomerization of the CN ligand
(M−CN−M′ or M−NC−M′)42 and to multiple oxidation
states in the metal centers. All the synthesized materials showed
a multielectron configuration, which implies the presence of a
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minor content of partially reduced ferricyanide (to ferrocya-
nide), partially oxidized M2+ cations (to 3+), or both. Fe−Fe is
a special case in which the main v(CN) vibration, centered at
2052 cm−1, shows a tail toward the lower wavenumber values
(SI Figure S3) as a consequence of the fast and easy electron
exchange in this mixed valence compound.43

Catalytic water oxidation, driven by a photosensitizer assay
([Ru2+(2−2′-bpy)3]/persulfate), was evaluated in suspensions
of these powders in a potassium phosphate buffer, pH 7.0.
Oxygen evolution was monitored with a fluorescent probe for
over 2.5 h upon illumination (Figure 2).
Co−Fe showed a fast and maintained oxygen production,

whereas Mn−Fe showed weak but measurable activity. All
other PBs were inactive. No oxygen evolution was observed
upon light irradiation removing one of the key components of
the photocalytic system: catalyst, [Ru(bpy)3]

2+, or persultafe
(SI Table S2). We estimated initial catalytic rates based on all
the Co or Mn content in the bulk materials finding TOF = 3.0
× 10−4 s−1 and 2.2 × 10−5 s−1, respectively.
Because the presence of cobalt in the hexacyanoferrate

structure appears to be essential for having fast water oxidation
catalysis, we studied three additional hexacyano complexes: M
= Mn2+, Fe2+, and Co2+; M′ = Co3+ (Mn−Co, Fe−Co, and
Co−Co). The chemical and structural features of these
materials are analogous to those established for the
hexacyanoferrate series (SI Figure S4). Under the same
experimental conditions, only Co−Co showed light-driven
oxygen evolution activity (Figure 3). This indicates that Co3+

ions coordinated through the carbon end of the CN ligand

([Co(CN)6]
3+ units) are not participating in the catalytic

process, probably because of the high chemical stability of the
Co3+ ions in a low-spin configuration.44,45 The TOF calculated
for the Co−Co catalyst was 5.3 × 10−4 s−1 per mol of Co2+ (N-
coordinated).
The superior performance of Co−Co could be a

consequence of the chemical stability of the [Co(CN)6]
3+

units. In Co−Fe, the Co2+−NC−Fe3+ bridge is prone to
linkage isomerism, and CN flipping stabilizes low-spin Co3+.46

Indeed, the IR spectra of the Co−Fe (Figure 1) shows
additional CN stretching bands indicating multiple electronic
configuration around the CN ligand, including the Con+−CN
coordination mode. In the case of Co−Co, there is no linkage
isomerism. The IR spectrum is clean, with only two v(CN)
vibrations, the Co2+−NC−Co3+ bridge (2172 cm−1, SI
Figure S4-b) and a small band at 2132 cm−1, that can be
assigned to the Co2+−NC−Co2+ electronic configuration.47

Even if CN flipping eventually occurs in turnover conditions,
one would not expect chemical differences because one cobalt
center will always remain preferentially in high-spin config-
uration (N-bonded).
To put these data into context, we can compare them with

that of Co3O4 spinel (powder, Sigma-Aldrich, SBET 25 m2/g),

Figure 1. Enlarged and normalized IR spectra of v(CN) region from
the synthesized hexacyanoferrate complexes.

Table 1. Frequencies of CN Stretching, v(CN), for the
Synthesized Hexacyanoferrate Complexes

solid band attribution v(CN) (cm−1)

Co−Fe FeIII−CN−CoII (H.S.) 2158
FeII−CN−CoIII 2117
FeII−CN−CoII (H.S.) 2091

Cu−Fe FeIII−CN−CuII 2172
FeII−CN−CuII 2105

Mn−Fe FeIII−CN−MnII (H.S.) 2147
FeII−CN−MnII (H.S.) 2066 (shoulder)

Ni−Fe FeIII−CN−NiII 2164
FeII−CN−NiII 2099

Figure 2. Catalytic oxygen evolution for the M−Fe series. Conditions:
[Ru(bpy)3]

2+ (1.0 mM), Na2S2O8 (5.0 mM), and catalyst (10.0 mg) at
pH 7.0. Light irradiation: 470 nm.

Figure 3. Catalytic oxygen evolution for the M-Co series. Conditions:
[Ru(bpy)3]

2+ (1.0 mM), Na2S2O8 (5.0 mM), and catalyst (10.0 mg) at
pH 7.0. Light irradiation: 470 nm.
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that yielded 4.2 × 10−5 s−1 in the same experimental conditions
(Figure 1). This Co3O4 sample contains particle sizes at least 20
times larger than the nanostructure clusters, which showed
higher TOF values (from 2.12 to 4.05 × 10−4 s−1 per Co
atom),48−50 but even taking those into account, PB catalysts
appear competitive with respect to state-of-the-art transition
metal oxides.
Nonetheless, because only surface sites can be accessible to

the [Ru(bpy)3]
2+ complex during the catalytic process, the

different surface-to-volume ratio and particle size could play an
important role in these TOF estimations. Dynamic light
scattering indicates that particle sizes are 208 ± 83 (Co−Fe)
and 355 ± 88 nm (Co−Co) in the case of PBs, vs 627 ± 130
nm in the Co3O4 spinel samples (SI Figure S5). Thus, we have
calculated the amount of surface-accessible cobalt active species
in the respective catalyst structure from the BET surface area
and crystal lattice parameters (see Supporting Information).
Surface-normalized TOF values were 2.3 × 10−3, 3.2 × 10−3,
and 2.6 × 10−3 s−1 per surface-accessible Co mol, for Co−Fe,
Co−Co, and Co3O4, respectively. As observed, the reaction rate
of Co−Co still remains the highest one among the analyzed
materials.
One of the main issues in water oxidation catalysis is the

possible transformation of a precatalyst into the corresponding
oxide during the reaction. Because metal oxides are well known
WOCs, it is important to gather additional data to rule out the
significant participation of any adventitious oxide formed in
situ. All experimental data and additional tests that we carried
out support the genuine activity of the PB catalysts.
The catalytic activity of readily prepared or aged suspensions

is identical upon light irradiation, which confirms that there is
no evolution of the catalyst with time in the dark. We also
carried out physicochemical characterization of the Fe−Co and
Co−Co powders after the catalytic process (SI Figure S6 and
S7). There are no significant differences in the X-ray powder
diffraction patterns of the used catalysts with respect to the
pristine materials, in either the position or shapes of the peaks,
discarding any crystallinity loss or any decrease in particle size.
Furthermore, there are significant changes in shape or metal
content. Microanalysis also showed identical metal ratios and
discards the presence of any Ru on the surface. Adventitious
formation of cobalt oxide should occur by cobalt lixiviation
from the respective cyano complexes, and some effect in the X-
ray powder pattern, crystallinity, and metal content would be
expected. Analogous IR spectra are also found regarding the
CN region. Only the appearance of some additional IR bands
between 1480 and 1270 cm−1 distinguishes the used materials.
This can be attributed to the presence of the bpy ligand, which
could bind surface metal centers.51

Raman spectroscopy and X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy
(XPS) have been very useful for detection and characterization
of the traces and nanostructures of cobalt oxide on surfaces.52,53

The Raman spectra of the Co−Fe and Co−Co catalysts are
typical of PB derivatives (SI Figure S8 and S9),54 showing
strong bands only in the cyanide region. After a catalytic cycle,
the used catalysts show identical cyanide bands (SI Figure S10).
The additional bands that appear in the Raman spectra of the
used catalysts can be assigned almost exclusively to the
presence of 2,2′-bpy on the surface (SI Figure S11 and
S12).55,56 Although bpy is a minority component, it exhibits
surface-enhanced Raman scattering. Many and strong charac-
teristic bpy Raman bands appear, including those expected for
metal-bonding modes. This confirms that bpy is coordinating

metal sites on the surface of the PB crystallites. A close
examination of the low-energy region, where the cobalt oxide
bands should appear (SI Figure S11 and S13), allows discarding
the presence of cobalt oxide in the used catalysts. When
compared with the experimental spectra obtained for Co3O4,
none of the expected bands were found. Comparison and
assignment of the Raman spectra bands is summarized in SI
Table S3.
The XPS spectra of the catalysts before and after one water

oxidation cycle do not show significant differences (SI Figures
S14−S17 for the Co 2p, O 1s, Fe 2p, and N 1s XPS core levels,
respectively), being clearly distinct from that of cobalt
oxides.57,58 In fact, the O 1s XPS spectra of the analyzed
materials (SI Figure S15) clearly show that in the case of Co−
Fe and Co−Co catalysts (freshly prepared and after one
catalytic cycle), only peaks related to the presence of oxygen
coming from water can be identified; that is, ≈534 eV for
noncoordinated water and ≈532 eV for coordinated water.59

The absence of lattice oxygen coming from cobalt oxide-type
structures (around 530 eV) on the used catalysts is clear
evidence of the lack of formation of cobalt oxides
nanostructures during the catalytic process. Thus, Raman and
XPS results confirm the status of Co−Fe and Co−Co materials
as genuine water oxidation catalysts. It is worth mentioning that
the XPS spectra of the used catalysts support the absence of Ru
on the surface. No absorption peak corresponding to the Ru 3p
core level was found.
We also performed an “acid test”, by driving the light-

induced water oxidation at pH ∼ 2.5 (SI Figure S8). PB
catalysts are still able to promote light-induced oxygen
evolution in these conditions, even when the overpotential
available in the [Ru(bpy)3]

2+/3+ redox pair is significantly low.
The behavior of Co3O4 or Co2+(aq) species is completely
different (SI Figure S8). The solution containing Co2+(aq)
shows oxygen evolution in the dark, indicating that Co2+, a
well-known WOC in acid media,60 is able to catalyze the direct
oxidation of water by persulfate. In this experiment, oxygen
evolution is continuous before light irradiation starts. Co3O4
shows analogous behavior, although at a slower pace. This is
probably related to the slow dissolution of the oxide. In both
cases, light irradiation does not affect the O2 evolution trend.
On the contrary, PBs suspensions show no O2 evolution in the
dark, even with recycled samples after carrying out one oxygen
evolution cycle at pH 7 (vide infra). All these data support that
the participation of adventitious cobalt oxide can be ruled out
and that PBs are genuine water oxidation catalysts.
The used PB catalysts are still active in a second cycle

(Figure 4) after being filtered and washed with Milli-Q water
under sonication. When suspended in a new solution, they
promote oxygen evolution under light irradiation, although
with lower TOFi = 1.8 × 10−4 and 2.7 × 10−4 s−1 for Co−Fe
and Co−Co, respectively. In addition, a shift−time is observed.
As already mentioned, the IR and Raman spectra of the used
catalysts indicate the presence of bpy ligands coming from
decomposition of the chromophore. Thus, bpy binding of the
cobalt active sites should be at the origin of the decrease in
catalytic activity. The 3:2 stoichiometry of these series of PBs,
without significant content of alkali cations, yields an average of
two water molecules bound to each Co2+ center, which could
be substituted using bpy during the water oxidation process.
Both catalysts show almost identical effect, losing ≈60% of their
initial reaction rate (first to second cycle), and presenting the
same shift time for starting the oxygen production (∼300 s
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respect to the first cycle). This bpy poisoning increases during
this second cycle. Barely any activity was found when the
catalysts were used for a third time. Although undesired, this
poisoning is an additional indirect proof that our PB catalysts
are the genuine catalytic species, since this bpy poisoning has
not been observed for any metal oxide.
An additional series of experiments was performed to

determine the optimal sensitizer and persulfate concentrations
by fixing the PB catalyst weight at 10 mg (SI Table S2) at
neutral pH. These experiments show that the initial rate for
oxygen production depends mostly on the Ru/Co ratio. The
larger the ratio, the larger the number of PB crystals that receive
a hole from a sensitizer. We achieved maximum initial TOFs of
4.5 × 10−4 and 8.1 × 10−4 s−1 for Co−Fe and Co−Co,
respectively (expressed per total mol of Co N-coordinated).
This corresponds to a maximum quantum yield of 52% for
Co−Fe and 88% for Co−Co (during the first 5 min of
illumination), assuming that the sensitizer absorbed all the
photons (calculation details in the Supporting Information).
This quantum yield is limited by the consumption of persulfate
and decomposition of the chromophore.
In summary, the present catalyst screening confirms the

activity and versatility of metal hexacyanometallate coordina-
tion polymers as heterogeneous water oxidation catalysts. Our
results demonstrate that these PB derivatives promote catalytic
water oxidation under light irradiation, with a blue light
absorber and a sacrificial electron acceptor. Several exper-
imental processes, including Raman, XPS, and water oxidation
in acid media, support the genuine catalytic activity of these
PBs, ruling out the participation of adventitious CoOx species.
We found catalytic activity in the PBs containing Mn2+ or

Co2+ coordinated through the N-end of the cyanide ligand.
Among them, the all-cobalt PB exhibited the highest activity,
exceeding the catalytic rates of classic metal oxides under these
conditions, taking into account total surface area. Furthermore,
Co−Co remains active in highly acidic media, and it is robust
enough to run for at least two 3 h cycles. We have identified a
deactivation process through surface poisoning by 2,2′-bipyridyl
ligands, coming from chromophore decomposition, which
block the active sites. This suggests that a bpy-free process
should be desirable for further applications.
PB water oxidation catalysts appear as a viable alternative to

metal oxides to promote water oxidation in artificial photosyn-

thesis devices. They present competitive kinetics; better
stability in neutral and acidic media; are obtained from Earth-
abundant metals and materials; and can be easily processed as
powders, thin-films, or nanoparticles61−63 with classic coordi-
nation chemistry tools. Their catalytic activity as nanostructures
is currently under study.
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